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Abstract— In this paper, we consider a transmission system
employing orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
with bit-interleaved coded modulation and perfect channel state
information at both transmitter and receiver. An adaptive bit
loading scheme in combination with cyclic delay diversity and
discontinuous Doppler diversity is proposed at the transmitter
and iterative demapping and decoding at the receiver. The loading
procedure minimizes the bit-error rate at the decoder output, and
the transmit diversity schemes mitigate channel correlations. We
analyze the iterative receiver with extrinsic information transfer
charts and present the achievable gains.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) in
combination with bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM)
has turned out a robust yet implementation efficient technique for reliable communication over fading channels without
channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter [1]. If the
transmitter has CSI, e.g., obtained by exploiting channel reciprocity in time-division duplex systems, the negative effects
of the fading can be further alleviated by an adaptation of the
signaling to the varying channel gain [2], [3].
Water-filling based adaptive bit loading (ABL) schemes
are well-known in the field of transmission over twisted-pair
lines [4]. Since practical wireless systems, however, usually
operate far from the theoretical capacity, adaptation techniques
should have a different optimization criterion. If we assume
that the transmitter has perfect CSI, adaptive techniques to
improve the average bit-error rate (BER) performance in environments with frequency-selective fading are proposed in [5].
In general, this can only be achieved in low mobility scenarios
where the channel is changing slowly. For such channels, a
typical environment could be a small office or conference
room [6], where the user is moving slowly [7]. However, this
scenario may not offer high frequency-selectivity as we will
show in this paper, and ABL provides only a marginal gain
w.r.t. uniform bit loading (UBL).
Dammann [8] introduced cyclic delay diversity (CDD) to
increase the frequency-selectivity by sending multiple cyclically delayed copies of the original transmit signal over several
transmit antennas. The advantages of CDD are that it causes
no inter-symbol interference (ISI) and a one antenna receiver
is sufficient to recover the transmit signal. Compared to
orthogonal space-time block codes, CDD needs no additional
processing at the receiver and it can employ an arbitrary
number of transmit antennas as a rate one space-time code

[9]. Thus, ABL together with CDD can yield significant performance gains compared to UBL. In addition, we can employ
discontinuous Doppler diversity (DDoD) [10] to increase the
time diversity.
At the receiver, the system performance can be further
improved by iteratively exchanging extrinsic information between the demapper and decoder [11]. The critical design
parameter for a BICM receiver with iterative demapping
and iterative decoding (IDEM) is the choice of the symbol
alphabet mapping, i.e., the labeling map between the bits and
the symbol alphabet elements. To predict and analyze the
performance of IDEM, extrinsic information transfer (EXIT)
charts are a well established tool [11]–[14].
In this paper, we study the effect of correlated channels
for an ABL scheme in a BICM-OFDM system with IDEM.
We show that the ABL scheme can be easily combined
with the transmit diversity techniques CDD and DDoD to
compensate the time- and frequency correlations of the channel. Furthermore, we analyze the EXIT charts of the ABL
scheme in combination with the promising IDEM scheme [12]
for different mappings. Finally, BER simulations verify the
performance gains predicted by the EXIT charts.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider the coded OFDM transmission set-up sketched
in Figures 1 and 2. According to the principle of BICM,
a bit-wise interleaving (π) is performed after convolutional
encoding. The coded bits cµ , where µ denotes the bit index in
the codeword, are mapped by the ABL module onto Nc subcarriers and Ns OFDM symbols forming the OFDM frame Sn,k
for n = 0, . . . , Nc − 1 and k = 0, . . . , Ns − 1. Let vn,k denote
the number of coded bits associated with the n-th subcarrier
of the k-th OFDM symbol. We restrict the possible signal sets
to have square lattice signal constellations, i.e., we consider
4-, 16-, and 64-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). The
extension to higher order alphabets is straightforward. In any
case, the coded bits are assumed uniformly distributed and
independent due to the preceding ideal interleaving.
The main task of the ABL module is the selection of the
values vn,k on the basis of the given CSI. The choice of vn,k
is subject to the bit-rate constraint
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where VB denotes the total number of bits per OFDM frame.
Each OFDM symbol is transformed by an inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT) of size NFFT in the time domain, and cyclically extended by the guard interval before it is transmitted
over a time-variant multipath channel. When employing the
CDD extension at the transmitter, the time domain signal
after the IFFT is cyclicly delayed for each additional transmit
cyc
, where m = 1, . . . , NTX − 1 (cf. Section
IV).
antenna by δm
√
In this case, the OFDM signal is normalized by 1/ NTX to
keep the average transmit power independent of the number
of transmit antennas NTX . In addition to CDD, the transmitter
can utilize DDoD (cf. Section IV).
At the receiver, zero-mean additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) results in a corruption of the signals at the FFT
output by independent complex Gaussian noise terms with
variance N0 . The adaptive demapper computes from the received symbols Rn,k soft-demodulated extrinsic log-likelihood
ratio values ĉEXT
µ,(i) (L-values [12]), where (i) denotes the
iteration index. To obtain the L-values, the adaptive demapper
uses the a-priori L-values čAPRI
µ,(i) coming from the decoder and
the channel coefficients Hn,k . In the initial iteration (i = 0),
the demapper assumes that the L-values čAPRI
µ,(i) are zero. Note,
in this paper we assume perfect CSI. In a practical receiver,
however, the CSI has to be estimated [14]. After deinterleaving
(π −1 ), the extrinsic L-values ĉEXT
µ,(i) become the a-priori Lvalues to the channel decoder. The channel decoder computes
for all code bits the L-values čEXT
µ,(i) using the maximum aposteriori (MAP) algorithm. The extrinsic L-values are then
RI
interleaved to become the a-priori L-values ĉAP
µ,(i) used in the
next iteration in the demapper.
In the i-th iteration (i > 0), the newly obtained a-priori
RI
L-values ĉAP
are fed back to the demapper to improve
µ,(i)
the estimated extrinsic L-values ĉEXT
µ,(i) . The above described
iterative demapping and decoding can be repeated several
times. In the final iteration, the decoder returns hard decision
estimates b̂ν of the transmitted bits using the MAP algorithm.

III. A DAPTIVE B IT L OADING
In the sequel, we analyze ABL for Gray mapping [15] only.
As a consequence of the ideal interleaving, the superchannel
constituted by all the entities in Figures 1 and 2 from the
interleaver at the transmitter up to the deinterleaver at the
receiver may be viewed as a memoryless binary symmetric
channel (BSC) with a certain transition probability. Adopting
the equivalent channel model introduced for a BICM system
in [1], the exact uncoded bit-error probability (UBEP) can
be computed for each of the parallel independent binary input
channels. This can be done by first expressing the probabilities
of a corresponding bit-error event conditioned on each of
the QAM signals in both quadrature components, and then
averaging over these conditional probabilities.
For a given channel realization, the UBEP for the n-th
subcarrier of the k-th OFDM symbol after the demapper for
a 4-QAM signal set is given as
(n,k)

Pb,4−QAM = Q

√


γn,k ,

(2)

where γn,k denotes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the nth subcarrier of the k-th OFDM symbol. The corresponding
formulas for 16-QAM and 64-QAM are [16]
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respectively. The average UBEP is given as

X
X
1
(n,k)
(n,k)
Pb =
2Pb,4−QAM +
4Pb,16−QAM
VB
(n,k)∈Ω4−QAM
(n,k)∈Ω16−QAM

X
(n,k)
+
6Pb,64−QAM ,
(5)
(n,k)∈Ω64−QAM

where VB is kept constant over the OFDM frame, and
Ω4−QAM , Ω16−QAM , Ω64−QAM are the set of subcarrier indices
n, k for the different modulation alphabets such that the
card(Ω4−QAM ∪ Ω16−QAM ∪ Ω64−QAM ) = Nc Ns = NB with
card(·) denoting cardinality. In general, it is difficult to derive
exact BEP expressions for coded systems. However, for a
BICM-OFDM system, the exact BEP can be upper bounded
using the pairwise error probability (PEP) [1]. Here, we prefer
to have an exact UBEP for the ABL scheme rather than using
the PEP analysis to derive the loading scheme.
Since the BER of a coded transmission over a memoryless
BSC decreases with the transition probability of the channel,
the subsequent loading procedure is based on a minimization
of Pb in (5) w.r.t. vn,k subject to the constraint in (1). In [17], it
has been shown that the integer constraint of vn,k can be easily
taken into account using the Lagrange multiplier method.
However, this discrete bit allocation problem cannot, in general, be solved explicitly but requires an iterative solution. The
iterative process involves repeatedly the minimization of the
overall UBEP w.r.t. the values vn,k while keeping VB constant.
The dependence of Pb on the values vn,k has been investigated in [17] for the case of a system with NB = 2. The
direct minimization of the UBEP as in [17] is excluded for
the general case NB > 2, since the UBEP expressions are
complicated functions of the modulation alphabets, subcarrier
SNR values as well as the overall SNR.
Instead of carrying out an exhaustive search as described
in [5], we can devise a heuristic iterative approach based on
the considerations for NB = 2. We assume an even NB , where
the extension to an odd NB is straightforward. The objective
is to devise a simple algorithm which leads to a monotonically
decreasing UBEP as a function of the iteration index. However,
the final UBEP might not be the minimum one. The algorithm
can be formulated as follows:
1) Sort
the
power
channel
coefficients
|H0,0 |2 , . . . , |HNc −1,Ns −1 |2 in increasing order and
assign the indices of the channel coefficients upon
sorting to κ1 , . . . , κNB .
2) Taking into account the bit-rate constraint in (1) with
VB = 4NB , we consider the NB /2+1 possible modes m
for the sorted channel according to Table I.
3) Start with mode m1 and calculate the resulting UBEP.
4) In each iteration step, increase the mode index by one,
calculate the UBEP for the new mode, continue until
the newly calculated UBEP is larger than the previous
UBEP and finally choose the previous mode index.
IV. C YCLIC D ELAY D IVERSITY AND D ISCONTINUOUS
D OPPLER D IVERSITY
In the previous section, we assumed that the channel fading
coefficients Hn,k between adjacent subcarriers are uncorre-
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lated. However, in any practical OFDM system, we will have
correlations between neighboring subcarriers. The bandwidth
over that adjacent subcarriers are correlated is the coherence
bandwidth (∆f )c of the channel, which can be approximated
as (∆f )c ≈ 1/τmax [18] with τmax denoting the maximum
channel delay. As a conservative estimate, the guard interval
is larger than the the maximum channel delay τmax and
synchronization errors, i.e., TGI > τmax . Thus, the coherence
bandwidth is lower bounded by 1/TGI = NNFFT
Fs , where Fs
GI
denotes the subcarrier spacing and NGI the guard interval
length. For instance, the coherence bandwidth (∆f )c is greater
than 4 to 50 subcarriers if NGI ∈ [NFFT /50, . . . , NFFT /4].
Usually, τmax is much smaller than TGI resulting in an even
larger coherence bandwidth and more correlated subcarriers.
Consequently, ABL may not yield significant performance
gains compared to UBL to justify the additional complexity.
To reduce the frequency correlations, we apply CDD to the
OFDM system as described in detail in [8]. After the IFFT
the time domain signal su,k is given by
su,k = √

1
NFFT

NFFT
X−1

j N 2π

Sn,k e

FFT

nu

,

(6)

n=0

where u denotes the chip time index of the k-th OFDM
symbol. The CDD transmit signal for antenna m is then equal
to
1
cyc
sm
s((u−δm
(7)
) mod NFFT ),k ,
u,k = √
NTX
where x mod y is the modulo operator returning the remainder
of the division of x by y. Transforming sm
u,k back into the
frequency domain, we obtain
m
Sn,k
=√

1
−j 2π δ cyc n
Sn,k e NFFT m .
NTX

(8)

Consequently, the received signal Rn,k is given by
Rn,k = √

NX
TX −1
cyc
2π
1
m −j NFFT δm n
Sn,k
Hn,k
e
+ Zn,k
NTX
m=0

CDD
= Sn,k Hn,k
+ Zn,k ,

(9)

m
where Hn,k
is the channel transfer function (CTF) between
CDD
transmit antenna m and the receive antenna, Hn,k
the
equivalent CTF experienced by the receiver, and Zn,k AWGN.
From (9), we infer that CDD causes no ISI although the
cyc
cyclic delays δm
may be larger than the guard interval.
Further, CDD does not require any additional signal processing
at the receiver and hence, is a standard conformable antenna
diversity technique [8]. The spatial diversity of the transmit
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Fig. 3. Average BER values for a BICM-OFDM system applying ABL,
UBL, and transmit diversity techniques over different channels.

CDD
with inantennas is transformed into the equivalent Hn,k
creased frequency diversity. For a large number of uncorreCDD
lated transmit antennas, the channel fading coefficients Hn,k
between neighboring subcarriers become uncorrelated. Thus,
the ABL algorithm together with CDD can yield significant
performance gains compared to UBL.
In addition it is possible to increase the time diversity with
DDoD without causing inter-carrier interference (ICI) [10]. In
that case, the time domain signal for antenna m becomes

sm
u,k = √

2π(NFFT +NGI )
1
j
Ts ∆fm k
NFFT
su,k · e
,
NTX

(10)

where Ts = 1/Fs denotes the OFDM symbol duration and
∆fm the antenna specific spectrum shift. Note that we can
combine both CDD and DDoD to increase diversity.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we investigate the achievable performance
gains resulting from the schemes in Section III and IV with
perfect CSI at the transmitter and receiver.
To obtain BER simulation results for the ABL procedure
of Section III, we consider a small office environment as
simulation scenario, i.e., the 802.11n C channel model [7] with
non-line-of-sight propagation, τmax = 200ns, and bell shaped
Doppler power spectrum (maximum Doppler frequency
fD,max ≈ 29 Hz at the carrier frequency fc = 5.25 GHz). A
BICM-OFDM scheme is assumed employing a rate R = 1/2
convolutional code with generators (23, 37)8 [12], Nc = 990
active subcarriers with Fs = 20 kHz occupying a bandwidth of
19.8 MHz. The resulting OFDM symbol duration is Ts = 50µs
and the sampling time Tsamp = Ts /NFFT = 48.828ns, where
NFFT = 1024. We choose a guard interval TGI = 21Tsamp ≈
1.03µs. The system transmits Ns = 101 OFDM symbols per
frame resulting in a frame duration of 5.15ms and a data rate
of 38.8Mbps.
Figure 3 displays the average BERs at the decoder output
as a function of the SNR Eb /N0 for ABL and UBL using
Gray mapping. Since Gray mapping does not benefit from
IDEM [12], a non-iterative receiver estimates the transmitted
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bits. For an average BER of 10−6 and a system without CDD
and DDoD, we observe an SNR gain of about 1.2 dB for the
ABL as compared to the UBL. This relative gain increases
by using CDD and CDD+DDoD. For NTX = 4, we create
two pairs of antennas, where within each pair the second
transmit signal is cyclically delayed by δ1cyc = 10 Tsamp .
The first pair experiences a discontinuous Doppler shift of
∆f0 = −583 Hz and the second one a shift of ∆f1 = 583 Hz
(cf. (10)). The results indicate also that for increasing the
number of transmit antennas with CDD+DDoD, we approach
the lower bounds given by ABL and UBL over an independent
Rayleigh (IR) fading channel. Clearly, as the subcarriers are
less correlated, ABL exhibits an increasing performance gain
compared to UBL, as more independent optimization choices
become available. For an IR fading channel, ABL outperforms
UBL by 2.5 dB at an average BER of 10−6 . The SNR penalty
for joint CDD and DDoD with 4 transmit antennas is about
2.25 dB and 1.78 dB for ABL and UBL, respectively.
In the following, we assume that the equivalent CTF at
the receiver (9) is an IR fading channel generated by using
CDD and DDoD. Now, we investigate the performance of an
iterative BICM-OFDM receiver for ABL and UBL with Gray
and set partitioning (SP) mapping [19]. In Figure 4, we plotted
the EXIT chart for various demappers and the convolutional
decoder at an Es /N0 = 10.5 dB, which corresponds to an
Eb /N0 = Es /N0 − 10 log10 (R · VB /NB ) = 7.5 dB for 16-QAM
and R = 1/2. Besides the UBL curves for 16-QAM, we
also plotted the UBL curves for 4- and 64-QAM as additional
references. As expected for Gray mapping [12], both ABL and
UBL demapper characteristics do not improve performance
with additional a-priori information. Since ABL optimizes the
UBEP for Gray mapping and thus the mutual information (MI)
at the output of the demapper [14], it is always above the
UBL curve. However, using the SP mapping, we notice that
now ABL performs worse than UBL at low a-priori MI at the
demapper input, intersects with UBL at approximately an MI
of 0.24 and outperforms UBL at high a-priori MI. As we are
only aware of exact UBEPs for Gray mapping, we used for SP
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In this article we investigate a BICM-OFDM system with
ABL, CDD and DDoD schemes at the transmitter, and an
IDEM scheme at the receiver. We show that CDD and DDoD
can be used to achieve independent Rayleigh fading channels,
and can be combined with the proposed ABL scheme without
increasing its complexity or the receiver complexity. We also
analyze the combination of the loading procedure with the
IDEM scheme. At an average BER of 10−6 , it turns out that
the ABL scheme with SP mapping yields a performance gain
of about 6.6 dB w.r.t. UBL with Gray mapping. Here, the
choice of the mapping is crucial, and further investigations
are needed to adapt the ABL scheme to non Gray mappings.
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Fig. 5. Average BER values for a BICM-OFDM system with iterative receiver
applying ABL and UBL with Gray and SP mappings for different iterations
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as an approximation the same UBEPs as for Gray mapping in
the ABL algorithm (cf. Section III). Comparing the 4-, 16-, and
64-QAM UBL curves for Gray and SP mapping, we can see
that the MI at the demapper output of SP is always worse than
the one of Gray mapping at low a-priori MI and outperforms
the one of Gray mapping at high a-priori MI. According to
[13], [14], we can map the MI at the demapper output to an
average UBEP, where for increasing MI, the UBEP decreases.
Since at low a-priori MI, the MI at the demapper output
for SP is always worse than the one for Gray mapping, the
UBEP for SP will be larger than the one for Gray mapping.
However, at high a-priori MI, the MI at the demapper output
for SP is always better than the one for Gray mapping and
hence, the UBEP for SP will be smaller than the one for Gray
mapping. Therefore, the approximation for SP in the ABL
algorithm calculates too small UBEPs at low a-priori MI and
too large UBEPs at high a-priori MI. Consequently, UBL with
SP outperforms ABL with SP at low a-priori MI, and ABL
with SP can outperform UBL only at medium to high a-priori
MI, which is in contrast to Gray mapping. Considering high apriori MI, both ABL and UBL for Gray mapping should result
in a large BER at Eb /N0 = 7.5 dB, whereas ABL and UBL
with SP should result in a significant lower BER. Further, at
Es /N0 = 10.5 dB ABL with SP and an average of 4 bits per
symbol performs as well as UBL for 4-QAM and SP. Hence,
we expect the same BER for ABL with SP at 3 dB less Eb /N0
and twice the spectral efficiency.
Figure 5 shows the average BERs for a BICM-OFDM
system with iterative receiver applying ABL and UBL for
different iterations i. Note, the iterative receiver converges
within five and one iterations for SP and Gray mapping. The
results confirm the behavior of ABL and UBL with SP and
Gray mapping predicted by the EXIT chart at 7.5 dB. At an
average BER of 10−6 , ABL with SP outperforms UBL with
SP and UBL with Gray mapping by about 2.5 dB and 6.6 dB,
respectively. Using the SP mapping instead of Gray mapping
in the ABL scheme results in a performance gain of 4.2 dB.
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